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tion that are integral to any clinical scenario. In this way students construct their
own understanding of the relationship between the pieces of information rather
than having it imposed upon them. This encourages a cognitive ﬂexibility (Spiro,
Feltovich, Jacobson, & Coulson, 1992) that is vital for the complex world of the
physician.
5<% query = queryExpert;%
>
<A href=”?usergroup=beginner”
>Beginner
</A
>
<A href=”?usergroup=intermediate”
>Intermediate
</A
>
<SPAN class = ”big”
>Advanced
</SPAN
>
<%
gelse if(usergroup.equals(”beginner”))
f%
>
<% query = queryNovice; %
>
<SPAN class = ”big”
>Beginner
</SPAN
>
<A href=”?usergroup=intermediate”
>Intermediate
</A
>
<A href=”?usergroup=advanced”
>Advanced
</A
>
<%
gelse if(usergroup.equals(”intermediate”))
f%
>
<% query = queryInt; %
>
<A href=”?usergroup=beginner”
>Beginner
</A
>
<SPAN class = ”big”
>Intermediate
</SPAN
>
<A href=”?usergroup=advanced”
>Advanced
</A
>
<%
g %
>
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Figure 4: The adaptation model of JointZone
8Figure 6: The associative link resolves to a list of suggested documents from an
external site. These external documents share the same context with the internal
document.
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